JESSIE DAVIS
2021

A.K.A.

DJ NEBRASKA

BIO
Deeply rooted in purpose; Jessie “DJ Nebraska” Davis is a producer,
performing artist, DJ, cultural ambassador and educator committed to
finding healing and connection through Art.
Davis has spent the past 5 years touring extensively throughout the US,
Europe, and Latin America. From the Best Buy Theater in NYC, to Untold festival in
Romania, to headlining LoopFest in Oregon, Davis brings the heat from the NYC
underground to stages and dance floors all around the world.
Her list of collaborators includes Grammy award winner Louis Cato, Roots crew
member Ray Angry, and hip hop pioneer Rob Swift. Her music has appeared in films
and TV shows, including CSI LA and the George Lopez special on HBO among
others.
In 2019 she was selected by the state department to serve as a hip hop
ambassador in Mexico and developing countries around the world. Most recently,
she has been awarded the City Artist Corps grant for her work bringing art and
music therapy to survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault.
She is currently working on her 4th recording project, "The Deep End," an audio
visual exploration of the cycles of grief, healing and transformation. Lisbon.

Skills

Singer/songwriter

Pianist

Dancer

DJ

Producer
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AUDIENCE:

23 - 44
AGES

GRANTS 2021
City Artist Corps
The Laundromat Project: Bedstuy Create and Connect
For the Power to the Peaceful

67%
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7%
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NON-BINARY

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

10K
UK
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CHILE

WEBSITE

WHAT THEY’RE INTO

FASHION

MUSIC

ACTIVISM

WELLNESS

BEAUTY

30K STREAMS
107 PLAYLISTS
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WORK
2021

NEVER HAVE I EVER

Never Have I Ever tells the story of a woman who survives a violent attack. She is
alone, processing her grief as flashbacks play in her mind. She is lost in the forest
working through shock, anger, denial, depression, and focusing on survival. As
she comes to accept what has happened to her, the transformation begins. She
finds healing in the forest and comes back to herself, transforming into a
beautiful, fantastical creature; a Sirena who reconnects to her power in the rivers
and streams of the forest.

OH DARLIN
Oh Darlin is about moving from dark to light. It’s about recovering from an abusive
relationship, looking down at the broken pieces of myself as if in an out of body experience.
The visuals represent the inner workings of my mind while working through a traumatic
event. Alone and in the dark. Facing my demons, doing the shadow work, splitting apart and
coming back together, stronger, complete on my own, ready to face fear and vulnerability,
ready to align in purpose and be free from the past.

STAY ON COURSE

Featuring Synik

Shot in Brooklyn, N.Y., during quarantine, Stay on Course is a visual exploration of divine
feminine energy, healing through transformation, and acceptance of one’s circumstances. We see
Jessie stripped down to the core and changing again and again, embodying her different shades
of being but never straying from the notion that who she is—and what she wants—is steadfast
and comes from within.

LIVE
PERFORMANCES

Jessie aka DJ Nebraska has performed all across the US,
Europe, and Latin America. From the Best Buy Theater in
NYC, to Untold festival in Romania, to headlining LoopFest in
Oregon. Davis is a real NYC artist, taking her culture and
music to every corner that needs it.

Davis is currently prepping for 2022 tours through
Mexico, Colombia, US, EU.

THANKS
For inquiries and availability contact:
jessiedavismusic@gmail.com
For press contact:
entertainment@perlapr.com

